
Course Materials
Basic Materials:
  -Tabloid size paper, cardstock, and ink

Other Materials:
  -Sketchbook
  -Pens, pencils, and markers

Class 1
Powerpoint:
Logo Lingo & Crafting Your Brand

Assignments:
Brainstorm adjectives by completing visual identity brief
Start to sketch black and white logo ideas

Class 2
Assignment:
Continue sketching logos on paper and in Illustrator

Class 3
Assignment:
Present logo ideas and refine to three
Start to finalize those three designs

Class 4
Powerpoint:
Color Theory

Assignment:
Finalize those three designs in Illustrator
Apply color systems to logos

Class 5
Assignment:
Present final three color designs and refine to one

tashajo.myportfolio.com

tashajo@gmail.com

Class 6
Assignments:
Make any finishing touches to finalize logos
Create necessary versions of the logo
  -Various colors
  -Add text

Class 7
Assignment:
Apply logo to business card and letterhead designs

Class 8
Assignments:
Present three different identity systems
Refine to one overall theme

Class 9
Assignment:
Work on final project
Apply designs to other elements relevant to the brand
 -Social media images, envelopes, resumes, etc.

Class 10
Assignments:
Mock up designs using templates for final presentation
Prepare files for print if necessary

LOGO DESIGN
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